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The federal “Healthy People 2010”
provides a framework for states to
implement their own health goals and
10-year health plans. However, application of the national targets to
individual states may not be appropriate given variation in states’ demographic profiles and baseline levels of
population health. Wisconsin’s
“Healthiest Wisconsin 2010” provides leadership in setting three main
goals—“promote and protect the
health for all,” “eliminate health disparities,” and “transform Wisconsin’s
public health system”—as well as
identifying 11 health priority areas.
Neither the federal nor state plans
suggest precise quantitative objectives or targets for the broadest overall health goals.
Although some believe that simply
improving existing performance is an
adequate benchmark, policymakers
charged with evaluating overall state
performance as well as managers and
advocacy groups often find specific
quantitative targets useful guides to
both evaluation and investment...
“you can’t manage what you can’t
measure.” While uninformed and
unattainable objectives could potenPatrick Remington, MD, MPH, Director
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tially discourage public health
and community members, insufficiently ambitious objectives that
are likely to be met or exceeded
based on the current trend alone
may not present enough of a challenge to stimulate policies and programs. In this report, we propose
a method for setting broad state
population health objectives which
combines two elements: 1) states’
recent and future predicted trends
in population health measures and
2) states’ health and health improvement trajectories relative to
other states. We believe that this
temporal and geographic combination is one framework that may be
useful to state policymakers for
objective setting and benchmarking.
Previous work has suggested using
current and past data to project
future health rates or set health
targets.1,2,3,4, 5 Although “statistical
regression using current rates to
project a target” is briefly mentioned as a tool used by Healthy
People 2010 workgroups,6 detailed
descriptions of a standardized
methodology for use in state objective setting are not readily available. In this project, we used the
experience of all 50 states over the
1990-2000 decade as a basis for
alternative future projections.

Using state trends for all-cause mortality
under age 75, we calculated where each
state would be in relation to each other in
2010 if they improved at the same rate as
over the 1990-2000 period. Figure 1
shows that Wisconsin ranked 16th (i.e.,
WI had the 16th best—lowest—mortality
rate of the 50 states) for the year 2000
Figure 1
Actual 2000 age-adjusted under-75 mortality rate per
100,000 & mortality rank by state
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Figure 2
Projected 2010 age-adjusted under-75 mortality rate
per 100,000 & mortality rank by state
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with an age-adjusted mortality rate
of 355 per 100,000 persons. Figure
2 shows although Wisconsin’s mortality rate is projected to improve to
318 by 2010, our rank is projected
to drop to 18th. Based on the trend
estimate, New York is expected to
rank first by 2010.
Using this information, we created
five scenarios which could serve as
a basis for setting Wisconsin 2010
objectives for this measure (See
Table below). For our goal of improving under-75 mortality rates, it
can be seen that continuing at WI’s
current trend would provide the
most conservative target (-10%
change), followed by maintaining
current rank (-12%) and continuing
at the current US pace (-14%). Improving the state’s rank to #8
(halfway to #1) by 2010 would require an 18% improvement from
2000, and moving to #1 a 24% improvement. We have done similar
analyses of age specific mortality
rates, mortality disparities, percent
of population in fair or poor health,
and percent uninsured.
This analysis does not identify the
“right” objective for Wisconsin, nor
does it identify the best ways to
achieve any of them. Once measures have been selected and targets
set, setting priorities for the most
important health determinants, such
as the 11 State health priority areas
impacting these measures, will be
necessary to facilitate improvement.

The fact that the projected 2010 values rely to a certain extent on the stability of state trends could potentially
limit this method. It is also important
to be aware that there may not be sufficient data available for certain values in some states. For example, the
rapid apparent improvement of a
small state to a high ranking may
largely be a reflection of random or
sampling variability in a health measure. It would then be inappropriate to
use this state as a benchmark. State
mortality data—based on relatively
robust non-sampled large numbers—
is among the least limited health indicators in this regard. However, care is
required in the use and interpretation
of this method when setting goals for
less-precisely measured population
health indicators such as those based
on sample data (e.g., smoking prevalence estimated from telephone-based
sample surveys).
Identifying specific objective levels
in the quest to meet the state health
goals of Healthiest Wisconsin 2010 7
not only helps to evaluate progress
but also gives public health agents
and community members an end towards which to strive. An examination of expected state trends and the
state’s rank can assist in setting objectives that are optimistic yet feasible.
We hope such approaches may be
useful to public and private policy
makers, including the new Public
Health Council, as they attempt to
make progress on well informed
health objectives.
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Table 1

Objective
type

Minimum
Optimistic
Ambitious

Objective description

WI 2010 predicted mortality based on WI's 1990-2000 trend
Maintain WI's 2000 rank (#16) in 2010
Improve WI's mortality at the pace of the US 1990-2000 trend
Improve WI's mortality to #8 in 2010 (halfway to #1)
Improve WI's mortality to #1 in 2010

Percent change
needed from
2000-2010
-10%
-12%
-14%
-18%
-24%

Corresponding
2010 objective
(age-adj.
deaths per
100,000)
318
314
304
292
271

